
 

 

 

Can Angel Investors Impact the New Zealand Economy? 

As a country, New Zealand is increasingly becoming focused on trying to find the path to economic 

growth and success. Thankfully, we now recognize there is no silver bullet and that it will be a collection 

of initiatives that together are going to push us forward.  

The ICEHOUSE believes the outcome of this activity will be New Zealand firms building their global 

presence and being successful „in-market‟. In our view there are currently 750 „internationally capable and 

competitive‟ firms in New Zealand and that we need in total approximately 3,000 firms to get us into the 

top half of the OECD. That means we need to see these 750 firms get a lot bigger while also seeing the 

creation of a further 2,250 firms starting up and following the others in being globally successful. By 

inference this means we need to encourage thousands of firms to startup and get on this journey given 

the failure rate that is inevitable. 

In this context, there has over the last twenty years emerged evidence of the role that angel investors 

play in encouraging and supporting the creation of start-ups and further that these start-ups are creating 

the majority of new jobs in economies. This evidence comes out of the US and is very instructive, so let‟s 

first take you through what is an angel investor, before looking at the research followed by relating the 

evidence in the US to New Zealand in our pursuit of growing these 3,000 firms to get our country back up 

the top half of the OECD. 

Angel investment is a sub-set of private capital markets. It is where individuals make an investment into a 

company typically for a financial return. Normally, an entrepreneur will start his or her business with their 

own money and then if run out they will look to friends and family and when they have exhausted those 

avenues they turn to angels to back their company. Many of you will have lent or invested funds into 

friends or family members companies or know someone who has.  

Angels historically have acted alone but over the last 10 years, we have seen a huge growth and 

formalization of angel investing with angels working together in groups to make investments. The angels 

provide significant mentoring, guidance and networks to the firms to help them reach their business 

objectives quicker and more effectively. After angel investment is venture capital which is where 

organizations invest other people‟s money into companies for financial return. Beyond this there is the 

private equity, public equity and debt markets, although largely they are the domain of established and 

large businesses. 

Now for the research from the US. Back in the 1970s, David Birch of world leading University, MIT 

startled the world by reporting that US government data showed the predominance of new jobs in the US 

were created by startup companies.  Most mainstream economists scoffed at these results, since 

“everybody” knows that big companies create new jobs. 

Over the past thirty years, these surprising findings by Birch have been reinforced by many others.  Most 

recently, Dr. Carl Schramm, CEO of the E. M. Kauffman Foundation (Kansas City) has produced a new 

set of data validating the earlier conclusions.  Dr. Schramm presented the chart below to the Obama Jobs 

Summit late last year, demonstrating the importance of companies less than 5 years old to job creation in 

the US. 



 

 

 

This chart shows us that startups (the light gray bars) have steadily created 3 million jobs per year for the 

past thirty years, independent of the economy (the shaded areas are periods of US recession).  On the 

other hand, job creation by firms five years of age and older (the red/darker bars), in sum, produced few 

jobs in robust economic years and lost huge numbers during recessions.  One can easily conclude that 

startup companies are critical to a healthy US economy. 

In the US, angel investors annually seek out and engage with 25,000 high-potential startup ventures, 

providing both mentoring and finances to new companies (usually less than five years old).  While we 

have little data on job creation by angel-funded companies, the probability of a relationship seems abiding 

to us. Here are some more interesting statistics: 

 Entrepreneurs start 500,000 companies per year in the US, with most being lifestyle companies. 

 Most of the new jobs are created by so called “gazelles,” that is, very rapidly growing companies.  We 
don‟t have a good measure of the number of gazelles formed each year, but suspect that the fraction 
of the total is small (1-5%). 

 Angels in the US make investments in 50,000 companies per year, about half of those (25,000) in 
high-potential startups.  Many of the remaining investments are follow-on rounds in their invested 
companies. Interestingly, in the US venture capitalists invest in 3,500 companies per annum. 

 Angels only fund “scalable” companies, that is, companies that plan to grow rapidly to $25 million or 
more in revenues in the first 5-8 years. 

 Without abiding data, one would surmise that gazelles would require outside capital, possibly from 
angels.  

 The anticipated outcome of angel investing is job and wealth creation.  But, why job creation and 
wealth creation? 

o Angels invest for a substantial return.  Creating wealth for angels also creates wealthy 
entrepreneurs.  Wealthy entrepreneurs have a propensity towards philanthropy and towards 
angel investing (completing the cycle). 



 

 

o Most angels invest locally and are motivated to help the local economy.  Startups create 
jobs.  Angels tend to fund these companies. 

 
To give you some flavor of the importance of angel investment and how it fuels jobs and economies think 

about eBay, Facebook, Skype, eBay or Google or locally TradeMe. The returns were fantastic, but more 

importantly the jobs created from these great investments have benefited their economies and regions 

while also enabling these angels to go on and funds lots more companies. 

Now for New Zealand and an update. In New Zealand, we got our „investment‟ scene a bit out of order. 

VC came into its own in the early 2000s while angel investment has only really started to make significant 

strides in the last three to five years when our Government intervened with its NZ Venture Investment 

Fund. There are now angel groups in most cities in NZ, and last year the number of investments made 

was up 25% while the level of dollars invested was double. There really seems to be some momentum 

across New Zealand with now a realistic avenue for our Kiwi entrepreneurs who want to build global 

businesses. 

In that context, a few of us from the angel investment industry were fortunate to attend conferences in 

Australia and Singapore recently where many of the top angel investors from the world were present.  

There were some very interesting trends emerging which we think are relevant for New Zealand. Not only 

has the world significantly changed over the last 12-18 months with the global recession but it has been 

even more challenging in the private capital markets with a dearth of funds available to invest in creating 

these new „global‟ firms who are going to fuel their economies and create most of the new jobs going 

forward. 

Here are the trends we observed: 

 No country has found an investment funding model that provides sufficient capital to support the 
growth aspirations of its growing firms, which means less companies will be funded with less money, 
which may mean lower economic growth for countries moving forward: 

 The venture capital model continues to be challenged, and will be for some time unless 
Governments are highly proactive in addressing the fundamental market failure that exists world-
wide.  

 Large venture capital funds seem to be a thing of the past, with smaller micro and specialized 
venture funds being created. 

 Public markets will not make up the gap and nor should they, as by and large it is not appropriate 
to have these young firms in a listed environment. 

 The angel investment market has under-gone significant growth, but is not making up for the gap 
left by the challenges of venture capital. 

 Sharing of „angel investment‟ across borders (ie. NZ to Asia) could fill the void of VC, as well as 
provide a very effective method of supporting firms entering international markets, but this is 
predicated on angel investors building relationships with angel investors in global markets, which 
takes a long time and it would seem New Zealand angel investors do not understand the 
importance of these networks. 

 While angels continue to look for highly scalable businesses which can reach $25m turnover in 5-7 
years they have been forced to react to the changed market conditions. They are pulling the 
valuations of companies down, requiring the entrepreneurs to get to break even within 18 months and 
refusing to invest if the capital requirements of the companies are at VC levels. If you have a 
business which needs $5m investment as opposed to $500k to get to break even, then you should 
probably give up now. 



 

 

 International syndication of angel backed investments is a significant opportunity and appears to be 
occurring between the US and Europe but not in this part of the world. When you get a Silicon Valley 
or Singapore angel investor joining an investment with a Kiwi angel investor, you not only get money 
but you get networks, and access to markets in global markets – a huge advantage.  

 Angels world-wide are leading the development of a new model of investment return, which is called 
the „fast exit‟ to larger corporate organisations who are effectively „buying in innovation‟ from these 
small and innovative firms. The exits are coming in the range of $US30-50m and are highly attractive 
to investors and entrepreneurs. This is an interesting opportunity for New Zealand as long as we can 
get over the paranoid feeling of „selling out‟ which Governments have issues with. 

 An R&D dilemma has emerged for Governments. Given the changed market conditions and the lack 
of venture capital world-wide, this has significant implications on Government‟s strategies with 
respect to commercialization of R&D from Universities and Research Institutes. The reason is that 
Government‟s strategies (including in NZ) have historically been built on the assumption that venture 
capital would provide the necessary funding to take these concepts to market. The people packaging 
this IP now need to re-evaluate completely as we have a bunch of hungry and capital intensive 
concepts being created which will have no chance of securing funding. 

 Angel investment is now a significant asset class world-wide, with many formerly successful 
entrepreneurs and retired corporate executives entering the angel investment market. It is estimated 
there are over 1,500 angel networks world-wide with up to 10 now in New Zealand. These angels are 
investing and also giving their time and should be following best practice angel investment which is to 
invest up to 10% of your „at risk‟ portfolio in angel investing, and work to invest in a minimum of 10 
companies in order to get portfolio spread so that you might be able to achieve a long-term return of 
around 25%. 

 

What we also observed is the importance of „networks‟ and the „quality of our start-ups‟.  

These angels from Shanghai, Mumbai, Sydney, Taiwan, Singapore and Silicon Valley are connected like 

anything. They know the key people that company‟s need to access and that makes a huge difference. 

They make a few calls, the entrepreneurs get access and are dialing up significant orders from huge 

markets.  

With respect to the second observation, our companies can foot it with the competition which is good to 

see. We just need to get so many more into those big markets, and use our angel investors who have 

networks there to assist in that process.  

The result – our angel investors in New Zealand can take responsibility for delivering many of the two 

thousand odd globally competitive firms that are required to get us up to the top half of the OECD. Angel 

investing is not the silver bullet but it can be one of the key enablers of success for the Kiwi economy 

going forward. 

In 2020, people will sit back and crown the angel investors and entrepreneurs of New Zealand who lead 

our country back up the OECD rankings. 
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